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It’s has been a really enjoyable time writing here. Lord willing, I will continue to 
write tons of information for numerous decades, because I’m in my 20s now. So, it’s 
not over for me now. This is a controversial work. When I thought about writing 
about Barack Obama, I wanted to take my time to write about this issue. The reason 
is that I wanted to be comfortable in describing the man. I desired to make sure I 
doubled check the information about him, because he is the current President of the 
United States. I don't believe in following the views of extremists of saying that he's 
the Messiah or that he's the Antichrist. Let’s keep it real here. Some folks display 
abhorrence of Barack Obama, because he is a person of color. I don’t follow that 
route since I reject racism (Racism and bigotry are sins and it‘s wrong). We 
legitimately dissent with some of Obama’s policies and we don’t hate Obama at the 
same time. I don’t hate any human being for any reason whatsoever. Barack Obama 
is a very famous leader not only in America, but throughout the whole world. I 
want to make my opinion about Barack Obama loud and clear though. Barack 
Obama has an interesting life. He was born in August 4, 1961. His parents were 
Stanley Ann Dunham and Barack Obama Sr. Barack Obama Sr. was from the Luo 
tribe in Kenya. Stanley Ann Dunham was a woman from Witchita, Kansas. She is 



 

 

mostly of English descent. Stanley called herself Ann in college. She is a distant 
cousin of former U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney and former U.S. President Harry 
S. Truman.  Even back in the 1950's, Dunham was concerned about international 
events and people called her a liberal (plus the original feminist even though 
feminists existed 100 years before her time). She met Barack Obama Sr. while in 
college. They married on February 2, 1961 in Maui, Hawaii. Both families 
disapproved of the marriage for obvious reasons back then. Dunham was 18 years 
old when Barack Obama was born. Barack Obama Sr. was divorced soon after his 
marriage with Dunham. Barack Obama Sr. had numerous wives and he was a 
Kenyan senior governmental economist. He studied in America via a scholarship 
that was supported by Harry Belafonte, Sidney Poitier, Jackie Robinson, and 
Elizabeth Mooney Kirk, (who was a literacy advocate who provided most of the 
financial support for Obama Sr.'s early years in the United States, according to the 
Tom Mboya archives at Stanford University). Barack Obama Sr.'s third wife was the 
American born teacher named (from Harvard) Ruth Nidesand. He lost both legs in 
an automobile collision, and subsequently lost his job. Barack Obama Sr. died at the 
young age of 46 in 1982 at Nairobi, Kenya. Obama Sr. is buried in at the village of 
Nyang’oma Kogelo, Siaya District, Kenya. His funeral was attended by ministers Robert 

Ouko, Oloo Aringo and other prominent political figures. Ann Dunham married an Indonesian student 
named Lolo Soetro in 1966 or 1967. They moved the six year old Barack Obama to Jakarta, 
Indonesia. Soetoro worked as a government relations consultant with the Mobil Corporation. From 
ages six to ten, Obama attended local schools in Jakarta, including Besuki Public School and St. 
Francis of Assisi School. Barack Obama returned to be raised by his maternal grandparents who are 
named Madelyn and Stanley Armour Dunhan. He attended the private college preparatory school 
Punahou School from the fifth grade in 1971 until his graduation from high school in 1979. Barack 
Obama in his book "Dreams from My Father" (which was published in mid-1995) described the 
conflict he acquired because of his multi ethnic heritage. He admitted that he was so confused 
about racial issues that he used alcohol, marijuana, and cocaine. His fellow students at the Punahou 
School said that he was mature for his age and Barack Obama attended college parties (in order to 
associate with African American students and military service students in order to develop his 
personal identity). He spoke of Honolulu and Hawaii in general as:  

 

"...The opportunity that Hawaii offered—to experience a variety of cultures in a 
climate of mutual respect—became an integral part of my world view, and a basis 
for the values that I hold most dear." (eyes, B. J (February 8, 2007). "Punahou Left 
Lasting Impression on Obama". Honolulu Star-Bulletin. 
http://archives.starbulletin.com/2007/02/08/news/story02.html. Retrieved on 
January 4, 2008. "As a teenager, Obama went to parties and sometimes 
sought out gatherings on military bases or at the University of Hawaii that 
were mostly attended by blacks.") 
 

In 1979, Barack Obama went to attend Occidental College in Los Angeles. He transferred to Columbia 
University in 1981 at New York City. He majored in political science with a specialization in 
international relations. He graduated with a B.A. in 1983. He spent 4 years in NYC before arriving in 
Chicago. He was hired as director of the Developing Communities Project (DCP). The DCP is a 
church-based community organization originally comprising eight Catholic parishes in Greater 
Roseland (Roseland, West Pullman and Riverdale) on Chicago's far South Side. He worked as a 
community organization from June 1985 to May 1988. During the 3 year tenure as a DCP director, the 
staff grew from one to 13. Its budget grew from $70,000 to $400,000. Since the early days, the elite 



 

 

used Foundations to stir Barack Obama into their director. That is why Barack Obama was an 
instructor fro the Gamaliel Foundation, which is a community organizing institute. He traveled to 
Kenya, Europe, and Asia during the 1980's. By 1988, Obama entered Harvard Law School. He was 
known for wanted to make consensus among the liberals and conservatives battling each other 
ideologically. That is why he was selected as an editor Harvard Law Review at the end of his first year. 
He was the first black President of the Harvard Law Review). During his summers, he returned to 
Chicago where he worked as a summer associate at the law firms of Sidley & Austin in 1989 and 
Hopkins & Sutter in 1990. Barack Obama graduated with a Juris Doctor magna cum laude from 
Harvard in 1991. He returned to Chicago. Barack Obama made a voter registration drive from April to 
October 1992 called Illinois' Project Vote. He achieved its goals of registering 150,000 of 400,000 
unregistered African Americans in the state.  
 
Barack Obama from 1992 to 1996 was a lecturer professor of constitutional law in the University of 
Chicago Law School. So, he is one of the most intelligent Presidents in our generation. He was the 
senior lecturer from 1996 to 2004. He joined Davis, Miner, Barnhill, and Galland. That was a 12 
attorney law firm that specialized in civil rights litigation and neighborhood economic development. He 
was an associate from 1993 to 1996. He was of counsel from 1996 to 2004. His law license was 
inactive in 2002. Barack Obama married Michelle Obama, who is the first black female first lady in 
American history. Michelle Obama's maiden name is Robinson and she was born in Chicago. She 
traces her ancestry to African Americans in South Carolina, which was a slave state during the Civil 
War. She attended Whitney Young High School, Chicago's first magnet high school, where she was 
on the honor roll four years, took advanced placement classes, was a member of the National Honor 
Society and served as student council treasurer. He classmate in high school was Santita Jackson, 
which was the daughter of Jesse Jackson. Santita is the brother of Jesse Jackson Jr. She graduated 
cum laude with a Bachelor of Arts in 1985. Her brother graduated in 1983 from Princeton. In July 
2008, Obama accepted the invitation to become an honorary member of the 100-year-old black 
sorority Alpha Kappa Alpha, which had no active undergraduate chapter at Princeton when she 

attended. Barack Obama's first date with Michelle Obama was looking at the Spike 
Lee movie Do the Right Thing. She is the first cousin, once removed, of Rabbi Capers 
C. Funnye Jr., one of the country’s most prominent black rabbis. They married on 
October of 1992. The couple have 2 daughters named Malia Ann (who was born in 
1998) and Natasha (nicknamed Sasha) on 2001. Barack Obama was a famous state 
Illinois legislator and became apart of the U.S. Senate. Obama still lived in the 
Chicago's South Side until he was elected President of the United States. Now, 
Obama was elected to the Illinois Senate in 1996. He is known back then as a liberal, 
although he worked with others to pass bipartisan legislation. That legislation 
included ethics reform, tax credits for low income workers, negotiated welfare 
reform, and increased subsidies for childcare. He lost to Bobby Rush in his run for 
the U.S. House in 2000, because Rush was an established figure in Illinois politics.  
 
Barack Obama became more famous for his 2004 speech at the Democratic Convention. This speech 
occurred in Boston, Massachusetts. He opposed the Iraq War and spoke about obligations to 

American soldiers. He wanted to find unity amidst the partisan views of the electorate. He said 
that: "There is not a liberal America and a conservative America; there's the 
United States of America." He was the highlight of the Democratic Convention. Beating Alan 
Keyes for the U.S. Senate was easy, because Keyes didn't have strong ties in Illinois politics. Keyes 
was a Papal Knight of Columbus member. Barack Obama was sworn as Senator on January 4, 2005. 
Obama was the fifth African American Senator in U.S. history and the third to have been popularly 
elected. The National Journal ranked him as the "most liberal" senator based on an assessment of 
selected votes during 2007. In 2005 he was ranked sixteenth most liberal, and in 2006 he was ranked 
tenth. Barack Obama is known for sponsoring a diversity of legislation. He supported the Secure 
Fence Act. He introduced the Coburn-Obama Transparency Act, which authorized the establishment 



 

 

of USAspending.gov, a web search engine on federal spending. He voted for the anti-liberty FISA Act. 
In December 2006, President Bush signed into law the Democratic Republic of the Congo Relief, 
Security, and Democracy Promotion Act, marking the first federal legislation to be enacted with 
Obama as its primary sponsor. Barack Obama announced his candidacy for the Presidency of the 
United States on February 10, 2007. He did this in front of the Old State Capitol building in Springfield, 
Illinois. He wanted the speech to be symbolic of Abraham Lincoln's campaign. His campaign was 
clear and apparent about his agenda. His supported ending the Iraq War, having energy 
independence, and wanting universal health care. He defeated Hilary Clinton for the Democratic 
nomination, which was contentious at times. Barack Obama accused Hillary Clinton of de-
emphasizing the power of words and Hillary accused Barack Obama of having a naïve agenda of 
Hope. Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton had a secret meeting together during the Democratic 
Presidential campaign. Barack Obama defeated John McCain for the Presidency for numerous 
reasons. Some were that McCain was seen as a continuation of Bush's policies, people wanted 
something new, and folks believed that Barack Obama had better policy positions than John McCain. 
He was the first African American to be elected President. His Vice President was Joe Biden. Now, it's 
time to learn more about his policy positions.  

 
Frank Davis, Edward Said, Tony Rezko, Dr. Khalid Manseur, Michael Pfleger, Jeremiah Wright, 
and William Ayers have role in the life and agenda of Barack Obama. Either Barack Obama 
support or reject these men today. Just like George W. Bush and Jimmy Carter, he believes 

that other religions are equal routes to God. Barack Obama said: "...I believe that 
there are many paths to the same place.." He also said in an 2004 interview to 
Cathleen Falsani (as found in the God Factor literature): "All people of faith, 
Christians, Jews, Muslims, Animists, everyone knows the same God." That's 
interesting since animists don't even worship one God. John 14:6 is clear that: 
"I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father but by 
me.." Barack Obama was asked by Evangelicals in 2008 if Jesus Christ is the only way to God. He 
said it's the one for him. This is about claiming Jesus for himself, while denying that others should 
accept Jesus Christ alone. Barack Obama accept multiple ways to God. Barack Obama uses religious 
themes in his campaign. Barack Obama has attacked black pastors who disagree with certainly 
sexual lifestyles. The Chicago Tribune reported in late June, 2008 that Senator Barack Obama (D-IL) 
carries a series of good luck charms with him. One of those charms is a Hindu brass monkey king. 
The charm is an image of Hanuman, the monkey god and one of the most revered gods in the Hindu 
religion. Brij Mohan Bhama, a politician connected with the ruling party in India, is a follower of 
Hanuman and presented the Senator with a 2-foot-high gold-plated Hanuman idol, which had been 
blessed by a dozen Hindu priests in a special prayer service. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Elitists and pro-new world order minions are accumulated in Barack Obama's administration. For 
example, Robert Gates is still on the team. Obama admits that he wants a world order in the world. 
The Left and Right mean nothing to the establishment since they control both major Parties 
(especially their leadership). Either a leader supports the interests of Wall Street and the globalists or 
that leader doesn't. That is why the Vatican/Jesuit network, the Bilderbergers, the Pilgrims, etc. use 
international bankers (including the big Foundations) to fund and control the processes of 
government. George W. Bush is a fake conservative as he tripled the size of the federal government. 
Bush violated the Constitution by passing illegal laws, and destroyed the image of America worldwide. 
He even mock the lack of evidence of WMD in a joke. He organized the war on terror especially in 
Iraq. The Iraq war killed over 1 million Iraqis and over 5,000 American troops. George W. Bush 
authorized the Patriot Act (which violated the Fourth Amendment), he supported the warrant 
less wiretapping of citizens via the NSA, the blatant destruction of Posse Comitatus (with the 
use of the military more and more in domestic affairs of the USA), and supports the SPP 
(which could create a North American Union), and contributed to an American recession. Even 
Congress was hated by the people. This could ruin the nation, so the Elite are using a new front man 
who is named Barack Obama to con Americans once again. Obama says that he represents change 
that people can believe in. Barack Obama made numerous promises: He promised to get troops out 
of Iraq, stop warrant less wiretapping, he wanted to uphold the Constitution, he told American workers 
to get out of NAFTA and GATT. Yet, these problems were broken so far by him. The reason is that 
Barack Obama is funded by the same people that funded George W. Bush. Most of the mainstream 
media proclaim Obama as some savior of Messiah of the World to save the Earth. Chris Matthews 
from MSNBC said that he gets a tinkle in his legs after he spoke a speech.  
 

Matthews was also quoted as saying, “I’ve been following politics since I was 
about 5,” said Mr. Matthews. “I’ve never seen anything like this. This is bigger 
than Kennedy. [Obama] comes along, and he seems to have the answers. This 
is the New Testament. This is surprising.” One of the biggest threats in any free society is 
the power of central bankers trying to control nations and the people. In America, we have a huge 
history about these events. Even Thomas Jefferson oppose central banking control over America and 
wanted the people to control their own money (because central bankers historically had the power to 
cause depressions if they are given too much power). Even agents from the Bank of England wanted 
to assassinate Freemason Andrew Jackson, because he opposed the institution of a Central Bank in 
America. Abraham Lincoln opposed an explicit National, central Bank and warned that corporations 

could ruin America via centralized banking institutions. Barack Obama admits that big banks 



 

 

made bad decisions, but still supported the bailouts of criminal banks. That is why a 
huge portion of Barack Obama's administration are apart of or has ties to Wall Street 
oligarchs. These banks are allied with the military industrial complex. Even before 
his death, Woodrow Wilson admitted that he was deceived by the international 
bankers after he signed the Federal Reserve Act. Dwight D. Eisenhower warned 
Americans and JFK about the military industrial complex controlling American 
society. John F. Kennedy was expected to be a puppet, because he had a pro-Nazi 
father named Joseph Kennedy (Kennedy was key in exploiting the Great Depression 
for his own financial benefit). Yet, JFK rebelled against the establishment by wanting 
world peace (in rejecting the Pax Americana ideal), cutting the Federal Reserve 
down, supporting real civil rights reform, and started to try to get rid of American 
combat troops out of Vietnam. He was murdered and tons of witnesses and sources 
believe that his death was a conspiracy. John F. Kennedy might of been the last independent 

President of America. Now, Presidents are pitch men and puppets. While, the corporate elite and 
globalists (who are the controllers) aren't readily criticized at all. The internationalists give Barack 
Obama money, media whores loved him in a great way, and goons to threaten people to arrest folks 
who disagreed with Obama's policies. The media establishment use deception to prop him up. The 
President is influenced by the military industrial complex. The military/intelligence agencies elites are 
controlled by the international bankers. These bankers are controlled by the Bilderbergers and the 
Bilderbergers are ruled by the Vatican (including the Pilgrims and elite bloodlines). One of the final 
goals of the elite is the formation of global governance or global government. A Financial Times 
Editorial writer admitted that there is an agenda for a dictatorial world government. The 
Financial Times is one of the most respected and most widely newspapers in the world. This is 
really shocking where an editorial would admit to this, but many world leaders have called for 
a new world order for global government for a number of decades. The writer of the editorial is 
named Gideon Rachman. Rachman even admits that the agenda to global government is 
based on anti-democratic principles. He concedes that the term "global governance" is just a 
euphemism for the move towards a centralized global government. David Rockefeller cites 
global governance all of the time. Yet, David Rockefeller in his own Memoirs that he wants an 
one world. Rachman believe that these tactics are done, so to prevent "...people reaching for 
their rifles in America’s talk-radio heartland..." Jacques Attali, an adviser to President Nicolas 
Sarkozy of France, argues that: “Global governance is just a euphemism for global 
government.” Strobe Talbot is one of Obama's advisors. Strobe admitted in 1992 that: "...In the 
next century, nations as we know it will be obsolete; all states will recognize a single, global 
authority. National sovereignty wasn’t such a great idea after all.” Rahm Emanuel said that the 
economic crisis can't go to waste and we can do things we couldn't do things before. Henry Kissinger 
said that the economic collapse was a good opportunity for Barack Obama to sell the new world order 
for the world. Kissinger helped Barack Obama his first job out of college. Daniel Eustlin investigated 
the Bilderbergers for years. Eustlin said that moles told him that the Bilderbergers were prop up the 
gas prices up to $150 a barrel, sucker the middle class into the stock market, and then explode the 
sub prime mortgage market to mess up the economy (and destroy public confidence). 125 members 
typically are the number of people in the Bilderberg Group. They were in Chantilly, Virginia in 2008.  
 
There is debate whether Barack Obama went to the Bilderberger Group meeting in Virginia in 2008. 
The truth is that the Obama campaign manipulated the press into thinking that he would go into 
Chicago at a time when he went into the Washington area. He meet to a secret meeting with Hillary 
Clinton. The corporate meeting didn't know where they meet. Westfield Marriot Hotel in Virginia house 
many Bilderberg people. The Bilderbergers are protected by the CIA, Secret Service, MI6, some EU 
people, and the Mossad. The National Reconnaissance Office and Raytheon was near the Hotel. The 
Westfield Marriot Hotel had convos of many armored Secret Service vans coming into it. The Secret 
Societies and elite use Barack Obama in order to make imperialism to get a face lift or make it more 
slick. These globalists want to galvanize people (especially people of color) in claiming that this is 



 

 

change. Also, he is used to create new front in the war on terror in Africa and Central Asia to encircle 
China and Russia. Also, the Trilateral Commission represents a group to control the economics of the 
world as well (in order to create a global economic power). The Trilateral Commission use 
Bilderberger Group's recommendations and execute it especially in the economic affairs. That is why 
members of the Bilderbergers, the Trilateral Commission, and CFR are still strong in the executive 
branch of the Barack Obama administration. There were Trilateral Commission and CFR members 
that were strongly placed in the previous Bush administration. The Bilderbergers, etc. want to maintain 
their power in a power elite system. It's about a small handful of criminals (including globalists) 
manipulating and destroying the liberties of the people of America and the world. Alan Greenspan, 
Summers, and Rubin supported the derivatives. The derivative market increased the problems in our 
economy. Every Barack Obama appointments are apart of the status quo.  

 
 
 
 
 

SOME ELITE MEMBERS OF BARACK OBAMA’S ADMINISTRATION 
 

 
 

 
 

For example, Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner is apart of the 
Bilderberg Group and Trilateral Commission.  
 
Hillary Clinton is married to a Bilderberger, CFR, and Trilateralist Bill 
Clinton.  
 
Rhodes Scholar and Trilateralist Susan Rice is Ambassador to the UN and 
National Security Advisor General James L. Jones is a Bilderberger. 
 
Vice President Joseph Biden is a CFR member, he’s Jesuit trained, and he’s 
a Trilateralist.  
 
Deputy National Security Advisor Thomas Donilon is a CFR member and 
a Trilateralist.  



 

 

 
State Department Special Envoy Henry Kissinger is a Papal aide, a 
Bilderberg Group member, a CFR member, and a Rockefeller family ally.  
 
Chairman Economic Recovery Committee Paul Volcker is a Bilderberger, 
Trilateralist, and a CFR member.  
 
The Secretary of Veterans Affairs is CFR member Eric Shinsekei.  
 
The Director of National Security Admiral is Dennis C. Blair. He's a 
Bilderberger, Trilateralist, and a CFR member.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Secretary of Defense Robert Gates is a Bilderberg Group member, he's Jesuit trained, he's a 
Trilateralist, and CFR member. Deputy Secretary of State James Steinberg is a Bilderberg Group 
member, Trilateralist, and a CFR member. State Department Special Envoy Richard M. Haass is the 
head of the CFR and he once supported Mike Huckabee for President in 2008. Obama Presidential 
advisor Alan Greenspan is a Bilderberg, Trilateralist and CFR member. CFR member and State 
Department Special Envoy Richard C. Holbrooke is a Bilderberger and Trilateralist. Rahm Emanuel 
(who is Barack's friend) is the new Chief of Staff under the Obama administration. Emanuel 
had an interesting past. His father, Benjamin M. Emanuel, was an Irgun member. The Irgun 
sincerely wanted Israel to be a nation, but immorally committed terrorist attacks (like the July 
1946 bombing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem. It killed 91 people and it was wrong). They 
were affiliated with Sten Gang that carried terrorism, train bombings, etc. Unlike the bigots 
who refuse to admit this fact, Jewish people lived in Israel for thousands of years. Hence, 
Jewish people and Arabic people have every bit a right to live in Israel. Some write about 
Obama's speech to AIPAC. I don't agree with AIPAC since American foreign policy should be 
controlled by America. We shouldn't be going around threatening to attack Iran at all, and we should 
have a fair & balanced approach in dealing with Middle Eastern affairs (among Jewish and Arabic 
citizens that reside in that region). In order words, America should be America First not Israel First or 



 

 

any nation First for that matter. So, no dual citizen ought to have any place in our federal government. 
Rahm is combative and polarizing. He became angry at one point that he pulled out a knife and 
shammed it on the table. Rahm yelled Dead, Dead, etc. about his hatred of certain political 
leaders that disagreed with Bill Clinton's policies. Rahm Emanuel is also an enthusiastic 
supporter of the United States Public Service Academy Act. This a lobbying group founded in 
2006 in order to promote the foundation of an American public service academy modeled on 
the military academies - a youth corps whose students would be trained in “civilian internship 
in the armed forces." This is similar to Barack Obama's promise of building a civilian national 
security force similar to the U.S. military. USAservice.org supports this agenda. Barack Obama 
claims that it's similar to the PeaceCorps, but we shall see. Rahm Emanuel is totally anti-gun 
(more so than Barack Obama) in wanting to have the Assault Weapons ban. He's even more 
pro-abortion than Obama is (since Rahm disagreed with the Laci Peterson Law), he was one 
crucial person who passed the evil NAFTA law, etc. Rahm wants a domestic like MI5 in 
America. Rahm is against free speech by supporting the Violent and Radicalization Act 
including new hate crime laws. 
 
The list goes on and on of the elitists in Barack Obama's administration. Barack Obama was 
groomed by the global elite to carry out their agenda of globalism. Most Americans voted for 
Barack Obama since they felt they want to punish the Republicans and enact change. Obama 
is utilized to get especially the liberal crowd (including those who never voted before) to suck up more 
to the new world order. This is similar to propaganda in the immediate aftermath of 9/11 that 
galvanized people in fear to go and support the war on terror. Later, folks realized that George W. 
Bush was a fraud and the economy was being damaged in a huge way. A tree is found by its fruits. 
Barack Obama's policies or fruits have been bad in this nation so far. Barack Obama has used 
deception. He said that he would get American forces out of Iraq in 16 months after his 
Presidency. Now, he would bring some troops in 16 months and then in 23 months. Also, 
Barack Obama said that he wants a permanent contignent in Iraq. Next, Barack Obama is sending 
30,000 more troops in Afghanistan, which doubled the American troops there already. Barack Obama 
vows to support a missile shield in Poland and Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe and Poland have a 
right to defend themselves, but not at our doing. This can encircle Russia. This agenda is supported 
by Saakasvihili and the Brzezinksi family since they hate the policies and agendas of Russia. 
Brzezinski was one of the co-founders of the modern al-Qaeda network (the CIA advanced its creation 
via Operation Cyclone) who utilized Muslim radical muhujadeen to get rid of the Russians out of 
Afghanistan in the late 1970's. Brzezinski have gone as far as wanting a war if necessary with 
Russia in Eastern Europe, (which could be worse than the neo cons). Barack Obama said that 
he would vote to repeal the Patriot Act. Yet, he later voted for the Patriot Act's reauthorization. 
Barack Obama decried the Bush administration's illegal warrant less wiretapping program against the 
American people (and that he will filibuster giving immunity to telephone companies that were involved 
in the illegal wiretapping). Then, Obama supported the FISA legislation that will continue the 
wiretapping program (with immunity components in the law). Barack Obama told factory workers in 
speech after speech that he would renegotiate NAFTA and GATT to make it more fair for American 
workers. Obama once called NAFTA a mistake. Yet, memos from Obama campaign staffers sent 
memos to corporate leaders like Canadian diplomats that not to worry and that Barack's words are 
just campaign rhetoric. Barack Obama wants to have transparency, clean up government, 
eliminate lobbyists, have a balanced economy, work for the environment, etc. On the other 
hand, in the first month of his administration, lobbyists consume his administration. In his first 
week of office, Obama supposedly plans on ending Guantanamo Bay in an executive order. 
Yet, when people saw it, the executive order only says that Obama would thinking of closing it 
in a year. Also, the order says that Barack Obama would continue renditions or Americans 
shipping detainees to foreign country (even countries that can torture people). Therefore, 
Barack Obama is continuing the policy of secret arrests, secret detentions, secret prisons, and 
indefinite detention of people without trial. When a British court was about to release information about 
how the U.S. government via the Bush administration (which were in secret torture orders form the US 
and UK) in used personnel to torture detainees, Barack Obama threatened to cut off all U.S. British 
intelligence ties. Barack Obama stated that the program is important for national security, which is a 



 

 

cover up and continuation of Bush's crimes. It only took five years, but the mainstream media has 

finally acknowledged the truth behind why certain photos and videos from the infamous Abu 

Ghraib prison camp have been blocked from public release - they show U.S. soldiers and 

other prison guards raping female detainees as well as children. In an interview with the 

London Telegraph, Major General Antonio Taguba, the former army officer who conducted 

an inquiry into the Abu Ghraib jail in Iraq, confirmed the details of his original army report, 

that the unreleased photos showed rape and sexual abuse of women and minors. “At least one 

picture shows an American soldier apparently raping a female prisoner while another is said 

to show a male translator raping a male detainee,” reports the Telegraph, adding, “Further 

photographs are said to depict sexual assaults on prisoners with objects including a 

truncheon, wire and a phosphorescent tube.” Further details were also made public by New 

Yorker investigative journalist Seymour Hersh, who in July 2004 told an ACLU conference. 

Horton writes that the photographs “depict sexually explicit acts, including a uniformed 

soldier receiving oral sex from a female prisoner, a government contractor engaged in an act 

of sodomy with a male prisoner and scenes of forced masturbation, forced exhibition and 

penetration involving phosphorous sticks and brooms.” The wild thing is that President 

Barack Obama refuses to send some of the newly found pictures into the public domain. The 

ACLU wants the images released, because you can never make serious changes in banning 

torture when you become secretive about the evil actions committed by some in the U.S. 

government.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Barack Obama wanted to keep lobbyists out of his administration, yet the federal 
government has tons of lobbyists. The Raytheon lobbyist William J. Lyn III is picked 
for the deputy Defense post. Timothy Geithner was the former President of the FED 
in NY was picked by Obama to be the Treasury Secretary. Geithner supported 
lobbyists on his staff like his Chief of Staff Mark Patterson (who was a lobbyist 
for Goldman Sachs). The lobbyist for the Saudi family George Mitchell is the lead 



 

 

Middle East Envoy. Wall Street lobbyist Leon Panetta is the new head of the CIA. 3 
weeks into his administration, Barack Obama launched his new lie that he was upset 
with his Wall Street bailout. He said that he signed an executive branch that capped 
salaries of CEOs who took the bailout money (The catch was that many major banks 
and brokerage firms were exempt. Also, the new order only dealt with future 
bailouts based on the honor system). That is why AIG, Bank of America, and 
Citigroup who received bailout money was exempt from the cap on their salaries 
(only banks negotiating on future bailout money). Gibbs had trouble explaining in 
how this work. That is why Barack Obama had to get rid of the bonuses clauses to 
the stimulus law. Barack Obama is a great actor on certain things. In 1 month of the 
first banker bailout, the media reported that 6 trillion dollars escaped out of the 
American Treasury. By December in 2008, 8.5 trillion dollars was stolen. The 
leaders of both political parties supported the first banker bailout. They wouldn't 
even discuss where the money was going or where it was gone to. That is why many 
Americans are protesting nationwide to end the FED since they are stealing money 
to fund their agenda. The Federal Reserve is headed by the bankers, yet some of them don't 

even have regular Congressional hearings. The President has little power in controlling the policy 
since the Federal Reserve controls a great deal in how the economy is working in America. The 
Federal Reserve was passed in 1913. In 1933, under FDR, the United States was declared bankrupt. 
The FED wanted collateral to the debt they claimed Americans owed them. The government used the 
debt of people as collateral to the Federal Reserve. The government has operated under the 
Emergency Powers Act since the 1940's. This Act hasn't been revoked to this day since WWII ended. 
America has been in bankruptcy since 1933. Alan Greenspan said that the court can do little to control 
the Federal Reserve. Greenspan admitted that the FED is an independent agency of the federal 
government. Greenspan said that the FED is beyond the law and it doesn't matter what the 
relationship of the government and the FED. That is why some want to audit the FED to see how they 
have stolen our money. The deal is that private banks from the FED claim to be above the law, which 
they aren't. The FED caused the derivative crisis in recent years. They have a debt based economy 
and then cut off liquidity. The FED is using money to buy up infrastructure. The central banks build up 
economy and destroy it constantly via hyperinflation, debt, etc. It's illegal what the FED is doing.  
 
Barack Obama wants to further federalize health care, which allows the federal government to dictate 
care what some citizens can receive. This plan is modeled after the British system. This includes 
rationing care and restricting what procedures (the elderly and handicapped) can receive. Barack 
Obama claims that this isn't a government take over, but his plans will increase the role of government 
in controlling our health care. Even the stimulus law dictates an electronic database having all of our 
health care. This is done even if we disagree with our private records being placed in a database, 
which is against our privacy rights. Civil Liberties and military issues are important to discuss. Barack 
Obama isn't banning the heavy militarization going on in America. There are 20,000 troops being 
deployed to protect the streets of America. FEMA is building concentration camps nationwide. 
Congress is proposing national emergency center act HR 4645. It merges law local governments and 
the police under federal control. The reason this is going is that some of them are preparing for 
possible riots in America. Obama directed the DoD director 1404.10 that created a civilian 
expeditionary workforce. It about creating a 1 million plus civilian army that could be voluntary or 
involuntary. They are used to deploy in support of combat missions by the military.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

He refuse to ban Bush's directive of PD 51, which states to give the President total power over 
the continuity of government (acting almost like a dictator), especially in times of an 
emergency. Barack Obama is now expanding the America budget to expand troops overseas 
to encircle Russia, Iran, and China. America's Africom is in Africa to promote imperialism in 
the guise of humanitarian aide. This is a hegemony battle among the West and China. Barack 
Obama is in support of the SPP. He also is in league with the World Trade Organization.  
 
Barack Obama said that he want over a million of civilian police military that can be as strong as the 
military. Their jobs is varied from handling the environment, government bureaucrats, spies, to 
building buildings. Many Communists, fascists or authoritarian system used citizen patrols to monitor 
citizens. People should have progress of America, but not at the expense of our civil liberties being 
violated. The banking cartel made their power stronger in 1913 after the Federal Reserve Act was 
passed. The national Security Act was formed in 1947. Since that time, these elitists have controlled 
federal and state bureaucracies while violating the American Constitution. They dominate the 
executive branch. The private federal Federal controls the issuing of currency to buy up most of the 
Fortune 500. Private central banks in America and Europe loaned money to the Third World (their 
Third World nations' leaders pledged future taxes on their people to pay for central banks). Now, the 
globalists want to destroy the Western economies via eliminating regulations like the Glass-Stegall Act 
in the late 1990's. This allowed their front companies to issue unlimited credit and ponzi scheme (the 
media claimed these schemes were legitimate). People took the bait and the economy crashed. The 
FED cut off money. The FED said that the world would go into the Great Depression or martial law 
would be declared if the first bailout bill wouldn't be passed. Inoffe talked of this. The Federal Reserve 
used a panic atmosphere in trying to intimidate Congress in getting their goals accomplished.  
 
The final version of the first bailout bill was kept from Congress until minutes before the vote 
in October 3, 2008. The FED claimed transparency and every dime would be accredited, but 
that isn't true. After it passed, the bill was a financial coup d'etat by Wall Street. It gave 
bankers money and gave draconian powers to the FED. Paulson admitted that the banker's 
bailout money wasn't going to be used to unfreeze the market by buying bad debt. 9.7 trillion 
dollars of the money disappeared. The risky derivatives is a big cause of the economic crisis. 
Paulson said that it was secret where the money is going. Banks are stealing money from 
TARP to purchase other banks and healthy insurance companies. President Bush and then 
Senator Barack Obama supported the bailout banker bill. Most Americans opposed the first 



 

 

banker bailout bill. The central bankers loaned the Federal government back $787 billion (at 
interest) to fund the new stimulus bill that was signed by President Barack Obama. Congress 
was given little time to read over a 1,700 + page stimulus bill. Obama promised 5 days before a 
bill could be voted on (on the campaign trial), so the Congress and people could read it. He 
passed the stimulus immediately though. The spending bill would fund rich donors and 
federalize the states. The Anglo-American elite created depressions by design for decades. 
Some want a bank of the world. Another goal is the institution of hundreds of carbon taxes as 
supported by Dodd and others. Barack Obama is very receptive to the carbon tax and trade 
taxing mechanism in the world (on the claim of curbing green house gases). These taxes are 
paid to the banking consortium. These taxes could be placed on food, fossil fuels, plastic, 
heaters, electricity produced by coal powered plants, and thousands of products. Al Gore 
loves this. Cars are being heavily taxed as well with GPS system. The Obama administration 
has proposed substituting the federal gas tax with a new model based on miles driven.  
 
Africom has been criticized by its critiques of promoting imperialism for resources and materials. 
Obama's cousin Odingo is a dictator in Kenya (some accuse him of trying to crush Christians in 
Kenya). Parts of Africa is a battlefield between U.S. and China in a hegemony battle. Barack Obama 
according to Lou Dobbs will continue to support the SPP. The SPP is an unelected, quasi 
governmental body that wants the political and economic merging of Canada, America, and Mexico 
into a political unit that's similar to the EU. Never ending war could be a reality if the neo conservatives 
and other internationalists would have their way. His agenda is the opposite of what he claims to be.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A QUOTE ABOUT HUMAN LIFE EXISTING IN CONCEPTION: “I do not believe there is any 

question when biological human life begins. It is at conception… To say that it begins at any 

other time is biological nonsense” (Andre Helleger, M.D. GeorgeTown University Hospital). 

 



 

 

 
 

There is no doubt in my mind that Abortion is 
Murder. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Barack Obama is easiest one of the most pro-abortion Presidents in American history despite 
his claims of wanting to seek common ground on the issue. Barack Obama had a meeting with 
Planned Parenthood and said that: "....I have consistently had 100% pro-choice rating with 
Planned Parenthood and NARAL Pro-Choice America..." He has commented that: "The first 
thing I'd do as President is sign the Freedom of Choice Act.." You have to thank God that he 
didn't do that since FOCA would ban virtually any anti-abortion laws (even partial birth 
abortion) in all law levels of the government. The Word of God is very clear that the unborn is 

praised by God as being human: "....You covered me in my mother's womb..." 
(Psalm 139:13-14). Babies are made in the image of God and slaughtering innocent life is wrong 
whether they live in or not in the womb. Barack Obama said to Rick Warren in the Saddleback Church 
that it was above his pay grade to decipher when human life begin. That's silly since mainstream 
scientists even found that human life begins at conception. Barack Obama isn't certain when human 
life begins, but he's certainly in support of the process to kill unborn life in the womb in certain 
circumstances. That's cowardice and hypocrisy on his part. In 2002, as an Illinois legislator, Obama 
voted against the Induced Infant Liability Act, which would have protected babies that survived late-
term abortions. That same year a similar federal law, the Born Alive Infant Protection Act, was signed 
by President Bush. Only 15 members of the U.S. House opposed it, and it passed the Senate 
unanimously on a voice vote. Gianna Jessen (who survived an abortion attempt) said: "...If Barack 
Obama had his way I would not be here..." Obama appointed Ellen Moran, who was the former 
director of the pro-abortion group Emily's List as his White House communications director in 
November 20, 2008. Emily's List only supported female candidates who favored taxpayer funded 
abortions and opposed a partial-birth abortion ban. Barack Obama's transition team published a 
memo from dozens of pro-abortion groups listing their laundry list of pro-abortions actions they want 
him to take. On January 23, 2009, Barack Obama forced taxpayers to fund pro-abortion groups that 
either promote or perform abortions in other nations. This was apart of the decison to overturn Mexico 
City Policy sends part of $457 million to pro-abortion organizations. The Mexico City Policy was 



 

 

created by Ronald Reagan in 1984. This policy can increase the risk of more abortions 
ironically toward black babies and other Third World citizens. Abortions that 
can receive our American taxpayer money include Family Guidance 
Association of Ethiopia and the Planned Parenthood Association of Zambia. 
Eugenics and population being executed via abortion have been promoted by 
elites (including eugenicists) for a long time. One of the pioneers of family planning and 
the woman who opened the first birth control clinic in Britain, Marie Stopes, was a racist and an 
anti-Semite who campaigned for selective breeding to achieve racial purity, a passion she shared 
with Adolf Hitler in adoring letters and poems that she sent the leader of the Third Reich. The so-
called feminist Marie Stopes attended a Nazi Congress on population science in Berlin in 1935. 
Stopes wanted the forced sterilization of the diseased, the drunk, and what he called those with "bad 
character." Stopes' estate mostly came into the Eugenics Society (which shared her racist views). 
Today it exists under the name of the Galton Institute. The society has included members such as 
Charles Galton Darwin (grandson of the evolutionist) , Julian Huxley and Margaret Sanger. Not even 
Dr. Martin Luther King would supporting using taxpayer money to fund abortions of people overseas 
according to Dr. Alveda King, who is Dr. King's niece). Abortion is murder and the President is 
supporting policies that will continue to see black babies being aborted.  
 
Barack Obama apparently chosen Kansas state Governor Kathleen Sebelius to be his Health 
Secretary. Is their elite ties among her? Unfortunately, there is. Tom Daschle resigned his position, 
because he didn't pay his taxes in a sufficient manner. Her supporters claim that she is just a 
moderate Democrat and has worked with Republicans on various issues according to CNN. She was 
once considered a potential Vice Presidential candidate, but Jesuit connected/CFR member Joe 
Biden was picked instead. In June, 2008, Sebelius attended the 2008 Bilderberg meeting in Chantilly, 
Virginia, a fact not reported by the corporate media in her home state. She was included on the 
Official 2008 Bilderberg Participant List. Kathleen Sebelius even meet in a Bilderberg meeting in 
June 2007 at Istanbul, Turkey. The Bilderbergers are a secret group that whose members want a new 
world order. So, Sebelius is a puppet of the Bilderbergers. The group was created by Prince Bernard 
and pro-Jesuit Joseph Rettinger. Barack Obama has supported more government control of our 
personal health care records. Kathleen Sebelius is very pro-abortion as well. As the health secretary, 
Sebelius could have an impact in crafting a health care plan that could cover abortions with taxpayer 
funds or require insurance companies to cover abortions in their plans. Some accuse Kathleen of 
having a close tie with the late term abortion practitioner George Tiller. Tiller escaped prosecution for 
repeatedly violating state abortion laws. Sabellius even vetoed a bill last April that will make stronger 
state's limits on late term abortions. That followed by a year her veto of a bill requiring explicit medical 
reasons for a late abortion, which was preceded by vetoing other pro-life legislation in 2006, 2005 and 
2003. Sebelius went as far as to coordinate a secret event with Tiller at the governor's mansion that 
was criticized because her staff failed to officially report the event. She is in fact radically pro-abortion. 
Her leaving the post could make pro-life Sam Brownback run for governor of Kansas. Melody Barnes 
is in the Barack Obama administration, but she served on the pro-abortion EMILY’s List, the Moriah 
Fund, and Planned Parenthood Action Fund. She was the chief counsel to Senator Edward Kennedy 
on the Senate Judiciary Committee.  
 
On March 9, 2009, President Barack Obama signed an executive order forcing taxpayer 
funding of embryonic stem cell research. Embryonic stem cell research have not only 
been exposed as a lie. It has been exposed as unscientific and non-effective. Real adult 
stem cell research can help millions of people. Now scientists have made another 
advance in the ethical embryonic stem cell research alternative. This alternative 
doesn't kill innocent human life at all. One scientist named James Thomason 
and his team were able to take direct regraming, which is used to create iPS 
stem cells, to the next level. Thomas was at first able to use the reprogamming 
method to turn back adult stem cells to an embryonic-like state. This old 
method left behind viruses and outside genes that can cause problems if the iPS 
cells were ever used in a treatment or cure (or to help patients with various 



 

 

diseases or conditions). Now, Thomson and his team formed a safer way of 
creating iPS cells without the viruses and mutations. His team did this by 
delivering the special genes with a plasmid, a small, very stable circle of DNA. 
The problematic genes were eventually diluted and what remained were cells 
that are like embryonic stem cells but that don't require the destruction of 
human embryos to obtain. Stephen Duncan, a stem cell researcher at the 
Medical College of Wisconsin, who was not involved in the research, told the 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel that this is a major advance. "You don't need to 
make viruses. You don't need to have special precautions. This is a technique 
any basic molecular biology lab can use," he said. "I think we're getting to a 
position where we can start to think about using these cells therapeutically." 
The famous bioethics author and attorney Wesley J. Smith hailed the advance. 
He said that President Barack Obama is stading in the way of progress, because 
these new development make embryonic stem cells obsolete. Although human iPS cells 
were only announced in November 2007, Smith says the "advances made since then 
have been breathtaking." "Let's hope they and/or other alternatives someday render 
embryonic stem cell research superfluous," he concludes. Therefore, iPS cells are really 
can make true help to those with ailments instead of the fraudulent embryonic stem cell 
research.  
 
Steven Ertelt from LifeNews.com on May 17, 2009 describe about Barack Obama seeking to 
have abortion conscience rights at Notre Dame, but he's trying to repeal a similar law. 
President Barack Obama used his commencement speech at the University of Notre Dame on 
Sunday to call for conscience rights for physicians on abortion. However, his own 
administration has already proposed overturning a measure President Bush put in place to 
maintain 3 conscience laws. Barack Obama told the audience about a story about how a pro-
life, Christian doctor emailed him about voting for him during the primary. The doctor was 
hesitant about voting for him for President, because he denied that life begins at conception ( 
and at his campaign site, a page once gave a demonizing characterization of pro-life people). 
Later, Obama said that he wants to have common ground on abortion. "I said a prayer that 
night that I might extend the same presumption of good faith to others that the doctor had 
extended to me," Obama said. One of the ways Obama told the Notre Dame graduates that 
common ground could be put in place is by putting forward conscience laws on abortion. 
"Let’s honor the conscience of those who disagree with abortion, and draft a sensible 
conscience clause, and make sure that all of our health care policies are grounded in clear 
ethics and sound science, as well as respect for the equality of women," Obama said. Wesley 
J. Smith is a bioethics attorney who listened to President Barack Obama's speech. He was 
struck by Obama's esurient desire to appear more moderate on abortion, yet he is taking 
hypocritical actions. Wesley said that Obama is taking about conscience clauses, but his 
policies are against it for the moment. "Obama--or at least his administration (is there a 
difference?) plans to revoke the Bush conscience clause, not revise it. That is hardly honoring 
heterodox thinkers' consciences," Smith added. Obama hasn't overturn these protections yet. 
Certainly talk is cheap. If Barack Obama wants common ground on the issue of abortion, he 
shouldn't of revoked the Mexico City Policy for force taxpayers to federally pay for embryonic 
stem cell research at all (inspire of the fact that IPCs can replace ESCs easily in the world).  

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
It's doesn't take a rocket scientist to see that Barack Obama is anti-Second Amendment. As a junior 
senator from Illinois, Obama opposed a bill designed to assert a right of citizens to protect themselves 
against home invasions. He supported state and local constraint on the exercise of the Second 
Amendment. Obama endorsed a state ban on the sale and possession of handguns in Illinois. He 
supported the enforcement of gun licensing and a limit on gun purchases. He would ban semi-
automatic weapons. “I would support banning the sale of ammunition for assault weapons and limiting 
the sale of ammunition for handguns,” Obama said in 2003. Obama's operative in Congress is 
proposing at least 10 bills that can damage or ban gun rights in America. HR 1022 allows Attorney 
General Eric Holder to ban any gun he wants at will. Holder was the man who supported D.C. to ban 
civilian ownership of firearms in Washington D.C. He argued that in D.C. vs. Heller. Holder wants only 
the military to own guns. HR 257 can ban all youth shooting sports even YCMA youth sporting events 
and Youth Olympic shooting clubs. See, banning guns from innocent people isn't just about self 
defense issues. It will ban simple sporting events. HR 45 would force federal registration and testing 
to just own a gun. Rahm Emanuel wants anyone on the fraudulent no fly list to not own a gun. Over 
25,000 people are on the no fly list. They haven't been charged with a crime at all. Tons of the 1 
million people on the list are totally innocent. Even a 5 year old was on the no fly list.  

 

The Fairness Doctrine is really wild. It's antithetical to freedom and free 
speech. The Fairness Doctrine is about forcing liberal and conservative 
viewpoints in the media, radio, etc. It was made illegal by the Supreme Court 
in the 1980's for its violations of the First Amendment. That doctrine is 
impossible to enforce since there are more than 2 viewpoints on any political 
issue. Congressional leaders and other individuals support the Fairness Doctrine. It 
can regulate free speech on talk radio and the Internet. Draconian hate speech laws 
can harm free speech as well. Also, people can easily violate that rule 
constantly since thousands of media outlets exist on TV, newspapers, radio, 
the Internet, blogs, etc. The Fairness Doctrine is a means to restrict a wide 
spectrum of information and it's anti-free speech. Democratic agent and 
Freemason Chuck Schumer is advancing the Fairness Doctrine in a rapid 



 

 

pace. He made threats as well. He lied and compared conservative talk radio 
to pornography in trying to justify the Fairness Doctrine. Radio stations have 
free speech rights and pornography usually exploits human beings. Even both 
radio stations and pornography ought not to be restricted by the federal 
government at all. It's not the federal government's role to handle these issues 
anyway. Pornography should be handled and restricted among state and local 
governments. I don't agree with accepting pornography at all. Local stations 
(not big radio neo cons like Limbaugh or Hannity) will be effected the most. 
The reason is that smaller stations will have more of burden to pay for "equal 
time" in their locations. Also, independent voices talking about 9/11 truth, the 
new world order, etc. could be silenced from the air. The deal is that the 
Fairness Doctrine is a tactic to further the fake left/right paradigm (since the 
neocons and the establishment, foundation left will have the majority of the 
media power yet again). Each side wants occupations of Afghanistan, the 
bailout, and the new status quo. Real change is limited among the 
establishment. The lesson here is that you need to stand up for free speech. 
The Fairness doctrine is a deception. Establishment liberals are very 
hypocritically when they claim to love free speech, but wants to restrict it in 
the form of the Fairness Doctrine. It's a good thing that I woke up about a lot 
of real issues in the world.  
 
It's not a secret that Barack Obama believes in man-made global warming. The Oregon 
Institute of Science and Medicine, which features signatures from 19,000 professional 
scientists who recognize the myth of man-made global warming has been created for 
political reasons that are not in anyone's best interests. Dr. Will Happer who is a 
physicist disputes Al Gore's lie that the global warming debate is over. In 1100's to 
1200's, the Earth was warmer than it was now (in conjunction with massive sunspots). 
This was the Medieval Maximum where plants were growing in Greenland. Now, we are 
in the limits of the warm period. In the 1600's, there was an Ice Age of Europe in 
conjunction with a low number of sunspots. So, solar activity is related to climate. Also, 
planets are warming without intervention by man at all. The Weather Channel Founder 
have called Al Gore's anthropogenic global warming views a fraud. The Nazis had false 
race science and environmental extremism like eco-extremists (and eugenicists) endorse 
today. These eco-extremist leaders like Prince Charles, Al Gore, etc. want to use carbon 
taxes to fund the international bankers. Global warming carbon tax and cap and trade 
will hinder the development of the Third World (since money would be transferred from 
the poor to the rich and it would limit true modernization). World oligarchs support 
global warming and desire to stir development in Africa or the Third World for their own 
benefit.  

 
FEMA camps for perparing for riots. Not to mention that Rex 84 was a real program in the 1980's 

that wanted to develop detention camps in case of emergencies. In early 2006 Halliburton 
subsidiary Kellogg, Brown and Root was awarded a $385 million dollar contract by 
Homeland Security to construct detention and processing facilities in the event of a 
national emergency. HR 645 or the National Emergency Centers Act authorizes military 
bases to house American citizens (in cases of "emergency") in camps. The Pentagon’s 
Civilian Inmate Labor Program, was more recently updated and the revision details a 
“template for developing agreements” between the Army and corrections facilities for 
the use of civilian inmate labor on Army installations.” Also, the construction of 



 

 

internment facilities are existing to this day. Legislation currently working it’s way 
through Congress mandates the establishment of “national emergency centers” to be 
located on military installations. The purpose of such facilities is to provide “temporary 
housing, medical, and humanitarian assistance to individuals and families dislocated 
due to an emergency or major disaster,” the expansion of which under FEMA is codified 
under HR 645, otherwise known as the National Emergency Centers Act. The bill wants 
the camps to be developed under the power of Homeland Security. USA Service is a civilian 
recruitment entity that wants citizens to act as the military. This is similar to fascism. Fascism is 
achieved when you merge the military and some citizens in autocratic control of the citizenship under 
one unitary head.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Barack Obama has proposed his Supreme Court nominee recently. The nominee 
is named Sonia Sotomayor. She is the first Hispanic person that has been 
proposed to be elected to the Supreme Court. This is certainly a historic time in 
more ways than one. Regardless of what happens, certainly Hispanic Americans 
and all American can be even more inspired to fulfill their dreams. We should 
never ever give up on legitimate aspirations of life. Sonia was a federal appeals 
judge. She is an intelligent woman who is from New York City. She is 54 years 
old. She is rather young as compared for the  other Justices on the Supreme Court. 
If she is elected to the Supreme Court, Sonia will replace the retiring Justice 
David Souter. Sonia Sotomayor claimed that she will promote objectivity, 
discernment, and a great deal of intellect if she is on the bench of the Supreme 
Court. Her accomplishments of being elected to numerous judicial offices, her 



 

 

possessing great legal intelligence, and she overcoming huge obstacles in her life 
should be commented. Barack Obama proclaimed that Sonia is the ideal choice on 
the Court because of her life experience, legal temperament, and her being a trial 
judge. Her parents moved to New York from Puerto Rico. So, Sonia is a Puerto 
Rican American. From age 8, she has dealt with Type 1 diabetes. Sonia Sotomayor 
desired to be a judge in her career, because she watched the Perry Mason 
television show as a girl. She graduated from Princeton University in 1976 and 
Yale Law School. Sonia certainly claims bipartisan influence by first being 
appointed by Republican President George H. W. Bush and then named an 
appeals judge by President Bill Clinton in 1997. Certainly, her views will be 
securitized heavily, especially by folks that disagree with her. Sonia's views will 
be investigated heavily in the world. Her views on affirmative action, abortion, 
economics, foreign policy, civil liberties, and other issues are going to talked 
about indeed. Some of her critics believe her saying that courts are where policy is 
made is indicative of judicial activism. On March 30, 1995, as a district judge, 

Sotomayor issued the preliminary injunction against Major League Baseball, preventing 

MLB from unilaterally implementing a new Collective Bargaining Agreement and using 

replacement players. Her ruling ended the 1994 baseball strike after 232 days, the day before 

the new season was scheduled to begin. Sonia Sotomayor surprisingly ruled in favor of 
upholding the Mexico City Policy. The Mexico City Policy banned our taxpayer 
dollars to fun abortions overseas. Yet, pro-life citizens criticize her as possibly 
supporting Roe v. Wade, which allows the federal government to legalize 
abortions. Certainly, Sonia Sotomayor has the perfect right to outline her views to 
be expressed for the public to see. Likewise, we have right to analyze her views in a 

fair and accurate format. Wendy Long of the Judicial Confirmation Network 

previously told WorldNet Daily that Sotomayor is an activist judge, who likely agrees 

with Roe v. Wade and would prefer that the courts make abortion laws. New 

developments about Sonia keeps on going forward. Sonia Sotomayor said these 

controversial words of: “…I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of 

her experience would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male 

who hasn't lived that life." I don’t believe that she is a racist, but certainly people have a 

right to know what does she mean by these words. The remark was actually made during 
a 2001 speech at the University of California's Berkeley School of Law. The lecture 
was published the following year in the Berkeley La Raza Law Journal. Sonia is a 
member of La Raza. The National Council of La Raza claims to reject racial 
seperatism and the motto of Fuera de La Raza nada (or For the race everything, outside 

the race nothing in Spanish. That is racist of course). I don’t agree with every single view 
of La Raza though. If I were a Latino person, I would never say those words at all. 
Yet, it’s interesting to note that the hypocrites and neo-cons like Rush Limbaugh and 
Newt Gingrich are calling her racist when Rush said really hardcore racist words on 
his radio show for decades. Newt and Rush aren’t even real conservatives, but they 
are criticizing people for being racist (when they falsely tell people of color to get 
over racial issues. They are hypocrites). Sotomayor, a member of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit, has not directly issued any rulings on abortion but 



 

 

she has been involved in abortion cases.  Unfortunately, it seems that Sonia 
Sotomayor doesn’t believe that individual citizens have the right to the Second 
Amendment.  Some are pushing the claim that as a graduate student at Princeton 

University, Sotomayor wrote a these entitled “Deadly Obsession: American Gun Culture.” In 

the text, Sotomayor is claimed to make the argument that the Second Amendment does not 

actually afford individual citizens the right to bear arms. She believes only the military has 

this right. According to her critics, Sotomayor believes that it has been illegal for 
individuals to own firearms since the passing of the Bill of Rights. Now, other 
supporters of Sotomayor believe that the thesis doesn't exist since Sonia Sotomayor 
wasn't a graduate student in Princeton at all. In 2004, in U.S. v. Sanchez-Villar, a 
three-judge panel that included Sotomayor wrote that the right to own a gun isn’t a 
fundamental right (She also ruled in another case that it is illegal for citizens to 
keep nunchakus in their homes). Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the Citizens 
Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, said that her views reflect Obama’s 
views on the Second Amendment. Sotomayor even ruled this year (Maloney v. 
Cuomo) that states don’t have to obey the Second Amendment’s proclamation of the 
citizens’ right to keep and bear arms. I don‘t agree with Sonia on the 2nd 
Amendment at all. I believe in gun rights for individuals. Sonia is Roman Catholic 
and Bill Donahue of the Catholic League supports her even though Bill is more 
conservative than Sonia Sotomayor. This is strange, because Bill supports her for 
her religious beliefs (when he has a fundamentally different political philosophy 
than her). So, the truth is that Sonia Sotomayor should be respected for her 
accomplishments in her life, but there are still questions on what she really 
believes on political issues. Sotomayor seems to have a good record on the First 
Amendment and a mixed record on the Fourth Amendment.  
 

There has been controversy about the TSA nominee named Erroll Southers. He has been 

caught demonizing Christians who disagree with some of the policies of the government. If he's 

the new head of the TSA, he can boss the naked body scanners now being built in airports 

nationwide. He wants suspicions for certain people that disagree with government policies. 

Erroll is a former FBI agent. Republicans scrutinize him since he ran a database check on his 

ex-wife's new boyfriend. They are trying to block his confirmation. Southers told the Senate 

Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee and the Commerce, Science, and 

Transportation Committee (both of whom voted on his confirmation) that he carried 

out the search. He claimed that he was concerned for his wife and son. He said these states in 

October of 2009. Southers admitted that he lied under oath by failing to reveal that he had 

personally conducted the search and had on so on more than 1 occasion (like sharing the 

information with the police so they could harass the target of the search according to Ace of 

Spades blog). The potential head of the TSA abused his power in the past, he lied to it 

Congress about it under oath, etc. The TSA now even have stories of innocent folks being 

harassed and terrorized on an almost daily basis. In a video interview posted to You Tube 

yesterday, Southers states the government and the TSA has to “pay attention” not to Muslim 

terrorists but to “anti-government, anti-abortion, survivalist types” who are “Christian identity 



 

 

oriented,” before he links such individuals with neo-Nazi white supremacists and people like 

Buford Furrow, a former Aryan Nations member who killed one and injured three during a 

shooting at the Los Angeles Jewish Community Center in August 1999. Southers speaks 

about Ben Smith. He did a killing spree in Indiana and Indiana in July 1999 that killed 

racial and ethnic minorities in random drive by shootings. “Those groups are groups 

that claim to be extremely anti-government and Christian identity oriented,” added 

Southers. So, he compares pro-life people to racists and terrorists, which is wrong on his part. 

The truth is that innocent people have be considered terrorists by the federal government not 

just Muslim terrorists. The Missouri Information Analysis Center last year listed Ron Paul 

supporters, libertarians, people who display bumper stickers, people who own gold, or even 

people who fly a U.S. flag and equated them with radical race hate groups and terrorists. The 

2009 Virginia Terrorism Threat Assessment was produced by the Virginia Fusion Center. It 

smeared people as potential terrorists who are anti-government, anti-abortion, enjoy rifle 

shooting practice. They demonize using You tube, the Internet, Fark ,and Slasdot as terrorists 

tool (or e-protests). The document also discusses “special interest groups” who “incorporate a 

political message” in its section about domestic terrorists, which could be defined as any mildly 

political organization whatsoever. For years, the federal government issued similar reports 

comparing political active Americans as extremists for over 10 years. Unless Southers’ 

ambitions to head up the TSA are stopped, incidents of TSA thugs harassing libertarians and 

conservatives at airports, such as the case where a Ron Paul treasurer was interrogated for 

carrying cash and campaign information, will only become more prevalent. Southers recently 

quit the nomination process for the TSA job.  
 
 
 
THE GOAL OF THE NEW ATLANTIS (WHICH IS APART OF THE NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM OR 

THE NEW ORDER OF THE AGES) BEING IN AMERICA HAS BEEN MAPPED OUT FOR 
CENTURIES EVEN IN THE DAYS OF SIR FRANCIS BACON. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
What should we do? We should Expose all evil. We ought to investigate information and be aware of 
the tricks of the elite in terms of false flag operations. Learn the Constitution and promote a culture of 
liberty. That is why at least 25 states have declared their 10th Amendment powers. Saying no to 
tyranny and saying no to world government. Real change can only come with people to confront the 
real oligarchical elite (including other things). The new world order is an Empire of Europeans ruling 
the Earth (which is based in the UK, the Vatican, and other places) using America as a tool to get that 

accomplished. Powerful men battled for power for eons. Some people legitimately dissent 
with the policies of Barack Obama. Other people are racist and hate Barack, because 
he is a person of color. Of course, I reject racism and I don’t hate Barack Obama at 
all.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Appendix A: Saul Alinksy 
 
 
 
 
This isn't really just about the new President Barack Obama. This is about 
information describing who Alinksy is and what his agenda is all about. Saul 
Alinksy is a controversial figure. He is one of the key figures in the radical 
movements of America. Of course in the mainstream media and other quarters of 
the public lust in admiration of Barack Obama's version of "CHANGE." Change is a 
heavy mantra spoken about by Obama. We need change, but is Obama promoting 
the right kind of change?  One aspect of this change is that Obama spoke of a 
national civilian force to become larger than the military. Also, he want people of all 
ages to serve in the government (including a goal for all American middle and high 
school students to perform 50 hours of service a year, and for all college students to 
perform 100 hours of service a year). Debates on both sides claiming that this 
proposal is either voluntary or mandatory. There is nothing wrong with citizens 
having voluntary, service to help the poor and the needy. Even Christian 
missionaries spread the Gospel globally, helped the poor, sent food to the 
starving, and did great things in history. This love is a reflection of God's love 
toward all human beings. If Obama's plans are mandatory, then that is of course 
wrong. Even if his plans were voluntary, why is a government-run national 
volunteer corp necessary at all. Some believe that Obama's change is a departure 
from legitimate traditional values into a more socialist type of society. Saul Alinsky's 
"Rules for Radicals" is a book dictating a Marxist way in order to enact a false change 
in America. It's interesting to note that Obama advocates servicing learning (which 
exists in America. Obama plans to have national guidelines where all middle school 
and high school students do 50 hours of community a year. He wants ways to 
document student experience). The problem with this is that what if students don't 
want to have service learning and why are national guidelines (i.e. via computer 
systems possibly) utilized for this. This is similar to mandatory service since the goal 



 

 

is to have all students in middle and high schools to finish the program. There aren't 
even words to describe the right of people to deviate from the new guidelines (and 
this information is available to the government). Barack Obama wants to expand 
AmeriCorps and have a wicked Homeland Security Corps to help communities plan 
for "emergencies." Frankly, Barack Obama (like McCain) is a puppet of the same 
foundations and corporate interests he publicly rails against. Even the 
controversial poet Frank Marshall Davis influenced Obama to a degree. When 
Barack Obama was a community organizer, the Woods Fund (a left wing 
foundation) supported him. I don't believe Obama agreed with the Weatherman 
terrorist William Ayers, but both men served as board members of the Woods Fund 
from 1999 to 2002. The Woods Fund advanced the activities of ACORN (the FBI is 
investigating this group for possible voter registration fraud).  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
ACORN has been involved in other scandals. Filmmaker James O’Keefe and 
Hannah Giles visited ACORN in order to expose how ACORN would support the 
lives of pimps and other criminals as long as they have money to do so.  One 
example is how Giles and O’Keefe found that Tresa Kaelke (who is a ACORN 
member from San Bernardino, California) admitted that he killed a person (which 
she claims was in self defense. Yet, her husband is still alive). Tresa claims to have 
influence with politicans like Senator Barbara Boxer. Tresa later tells her visitors 

she'll threaten other ACORN workers (with killing them) to make sure they don't reveal the 

plans for the prostitution ring (In other words, O‘Keefe impersonated a pimp trying to 

organize a child prostitution ring made up of 13 year olds). the Las Vegas Sun reported the 

Christopher Edwards, 33, a former Las Vegas official for ACORN, had pleaded guilty to two 

gross misdemeanor counts of conspiracy to commit the crime of compensation for 

registration of voters. Part of his plea agreement includes testifying against other defendants 



 

 

in the case. Of course, ACORN claims there are a minority of bad apples, but ACORN is a 

victim of entrapment, etc. Even the Census Bureau severed ties with ACORN (who were 

predicted to give GPS coordinates for the front door of every residence in America). "We no 

longer have confidence that our national partnership agreement is being effectively managed 

through your many local offices," said Census Director Robert G. Groves in a letter to 

ACORN. That is why those in the Senate especially want ACORN to not receive federal 

funds.  The report from the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, ACORN "has 

repeatedly and deliberately engaged in systemic fraud. Both structurally and operationally, 

ACORN hides behind a paper wall of nonprofit corporate protections to conceal a criminal 

conspiracy on the part of its directors, to launder federal money in order to pursue a partisan 

political agenda and to manipulate the American electorate." This report says that ACORN 

stands to receive 8.5 billion in available stimulus funds. So, ACORN obviously has been 

involved in criminal actions before. ACORN is doing evil, while this can make it difficult for 

sincere organizations legitimately trying to help poor people, assist folks in fighting for 

voting rights, fighting for health care, and other benefits.  
 
Now, in 1992, Obama help the creation of the radical group of Public Allies. The 
Investor's Business Daily described Public Allies' real agenda. Public Allies 
wanted to radicalize American youths, bring social change, and use tactics done 
by Saul Alinksy. Saul Alinsky is considered the father of community organizing 
according to the Investor Business Daily article. Alinksy was prominent in the 1960's. 

He believed in viewing the community in the prism of issues. Typically, people like Alinksy 

thrived on conflict, crisis, manipulation, and compromise to get their Marxist agenda rolling. 

Ironically, one of the first words in Saul Alinksy's "Rules for Radicals" book praised Lucifer:  

 

"Lest we forget at least an over-the-shoulder acknowledgment to the very first radical: from 

all our legends, mythology, and history... the first radical known to man who rebelled against 

the establishment and did it so effectively that he at least won his own kingdom — Lucifer." 

 
33rd Degree Scottish Rite Freemason Albert Pike in his Morals and Dogma book 
wrote that "...The mason is familiar with the doctrine that the Supreme Being is a 
center of Light." What is this Light Pike praises? On pg. 321 of the same book: Pike 
writes that: "...Lucifer the lightbearer, Lucifer, the son of morning. Is it He who bears 
the light? Doubt it not!" So, Albert Pike is praising Lucifer or Satan. Morals and 
Dogma at page 324 mentions that: "A Devil the fallen Lucifer or Lightbearer." So, the 
Bible and even Pike admits that Lucifer is a fallen being, it's evil, and it's the Devil. 

The Bible in 2 Corinthians 11:14 mentions that: "...And no wonder: for 
Satan himself transformeth himself into an angel of light." So, Paul 
would never advocate similar beliefs as Freemasonry (even Manly P. Hall praised 
Lucifer from pg. 48 in his The Lost Keys of Freemasonry book) and other New Agers 
do in their praise of Lucifer. In the Royal Arch Degree of the York Rite, a Mason says 
I am that I am (using God's name in ritual according to ex-Mason Jim McKinney). 
The Royal Arch degree called God JAH-BUL-ON. Abaddon or the demon from is 
one password or sacred Word in the 17th Degree of Freemasonry. The 19th Degree 



 

 

is called the Grand Pontiff have Masons anoint a person's head with oil and says "Be 
thou a priest forever after the Order of Melchisedech." This is blasphemy of course. 
The 20th degree of the Scottish Rite Masonic Lodge has these words which denies 
absolute truth by saying that: "...No man has the right to dictate to another in 
matters of faith or belief, no one can say that he has possession of the truth." That 
is why Masonic preachers like Al Sharpton, Jesse Jackson, and Robert Schuller 
believe that even Muslims, Buddhists, etc. worship the same God as Christians 
(since Freemasonry teaches religious, theistic Universalism). The 28th Degree of Sun 
and the 25th Degree of the Brazen Serpent is ironically incorporates the serpent 
eating its own tail as apart of its iconography. This is blasphemy of course. The 30th 
Degree called the Knight Kadosh, the rituals says "Imitate Me," stabs skulls, etc. Ex-
Freemason Ed Decker said that he as a Mason drunk wine out of a human skull. 
Ordo Ab Chao is a logo of the 33rd Degree of Freemasonry. Famous Freemasons are 
Alan Simpson (of the 33rd Degree), Senator Grassley of Iowa, Trent Lott, Bob Dole, 
Jack Kemp, Robert Byrd, Arlen Specter, Barry Goldwater, John Glenn, Jesse Helms, 
Sam Nunn, Andrew Young, etc. Saul Alinksy lived from 1909 to 1972. Saul Alinksy 
earned his doctorate from the University in Chicago in 1930. He worked for a time 
in the state penitentiary. He believed that collectivizing the working class poor 
would solve problems.  
 
 

 
 
 
That is why in 1939, Saul Alinsky developed the Industrial Areas Foundation. 
According to a book written by reporter David Freddoso, Alinksy believed that in 
war, the ends justify almost any means (Alinksy also wrote that we can enact 
decisions that contradict our individual conscience and the good of mankind. 



 

 

These principles are outlined in Alinksy's book). Saul wanted ridicule to 
intimidate people. Alinksy also reject dogma and absolute truth for his supporters: 
"[A community] organizer... does not have a fixed truth -- truth to him is relative 
and changing. ... To the extent that he is free from the shackles of dogma, he can 
respond to the realities of the widely different situations...." (from Rules for Radicals 
by Saul Alinsky). This information isn't shown in the mainstream media since most 
of them (including the real elite) support Obama's fundamental principles. Contrary 
voices are maligned. Simple gestures and platitudes are shown by Obama 
venerators like Chris Matthews. That's why the mainstream media was a tool in 
manipulating the behavior of citizens in forcing most of them into voting for the 2 
choices of Republicans and Democrats. The bashing of even sincere dogma is apart 
of the globalist agenda. Even Julian Huxley (who is Aldous's brother) believe that 
UNESCO is the means to promote a single world culture (and to uncrystallize our 
dogma). Julian was once head of UNESCO. Today, this dialetic process of destroy 
our present value system is evident on the promotion of Universalism, globalism, an 
extreme form of secularism, and the war on terror. It's an advancement of 
collectivism even beyond moral judgments. Ironically, UNESCO was a major 

participant in Youth Service conferences. Hillary Clinton wrote a paper on 
Saul Alinsky. Hillary even described Saul as a great seducer of young 
minds. This battle for individual freedom or collective control by a 
centralized elite is bigger than an earthly battle. It's a spiritual battle. In 
essence, we should give our 100% trust in God not to any group or organization at 
all. Less known is Alinsky’s Reveille For Radicals (1946) in which he promoted the 

“battle against narrow nationalism.” So, extremists like Alinksy desiring internationalism 

to be above nationalism have been going on for decades in the world. Harold Koh is a 
controversial legal scholar. Koh was a former dean of the Yale Law School. He 
could be the top lawyer of the State Department.  He has a long paper trail that 
proves that he believes that foreign or international law should interpret 
American law. This is illegal of course. He even calls himself a transnationalist, 
which means that he wants U.S. courts to "domesticate" foreign and international 
law (which means to merge U.S. domestic law and international laws upon 
American citizens). Koh believes that America should be under a global legal 
system. This policy could diminish our distinctive rights culture from free speech, 
religious liberty, due process, and trial by jury. Koh complains that our First 
Amendment gives "protections for speech and religion ...far greater emphasis and 
judicial protection in America than in Europe or Asia." That's extremist, because 
we should have strong First Amendment rights. Our Constitution on paper gives 
individuals more rights and freedoms than any other nation in the world. Koh 
would love us to bow down to foreign rules and court decisions (including United 
Nations treaties whether we ratified them or not). The State Department's chief 
lawyer is more than just a regular lawyer. He or she can be the voice America in 
dealing with international legal issues from negotiating treaties plus U.N. 
pronouncements. Forcing treaties on American soil can violate our laws and force us 



 

 

to accept abortion, deal with the death penalty, gun ownership, etc. without our 
input at all. It's against national American sovereignty. Judge Robert Bok accused 
some people of trying to use international law as being superior to national laws of 
America. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has been making speeches advising lawyers 
that:  "your perspective on constitutional law should encompass the world. ... Our 
island or Lone  Ranger mentality is beginning to change."  Even Sandra Day 
O'Conner told a Georgetown University audience that international law is vital 
for people to accept. Not passed by any legislature, international law is often 
written ex post facto and administered by foreign or U.N. bureaucrats pretending 
to be judges. In other words, we don't need decisions from Europe or other places 
to determine Supreme Court cases in America. Harold Koh wants international 
law to merge with our laws in handling decisions. He should be rejected by the 
Senate indeed. We should reject the use of foreign or international law to 
interpret American law. The truth is that Saul Alinksy advanced radical views. 
Barack Obama doesn't support all of these views, but he's isn't perfect either. 
 
Recently, it’s been discovered that White House Communications Director Anita 
Dunn praised Mao Tse-tung as one of 2 of her favorite political philosopher. The 
other is that Papist “Mother” Teresa. Mao was a murdered who killed as high as 40-
70 million people. Dunn supported the Communist dictator over the Nationalist 
Chinese. Mao’s Red Book was supported by many radicals, but it promoted violence 
and deception in getting goals accomplished. She said these disturbing words at a 
place to a group of high schoolers in June 5, 2009. The location was at the 
Washington National Cathedral. The students are from Potomac, Maryland, St. 
Andrews Episcopal school graduation. Even if she doesn’t endorse Mao’s ideologies 
or war crimes, no one I know who call Mao a favorite political philosopher. It 
doesn’t make any sense. Radicals are in the Barack Obama administration easily.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
Appendix B: The Czars 
 
Cass Sunstein is the newly confirmed administrator of the White House Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs. His new controversy is that he quotes an author that approves of the idea 
that animals are slaves plus that an adult dog or horse is more rational than a human infant (and 
thereby the animals and infants should be given similar rights). You couldn't make this stuff up. He 
spoke of these words in 2002 (which was recorded by Youtube). The author he quotes is the 19th 

century social reformer and animal rights pioneer Jeremy Bentham. Bentham believed in the 
equality of animals and humans by writing that: "...A full-grown horse or dog, is beyond 
comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversable animal, than an infant of a day or a week 
or even a month, old. But suppose the case were otherwise." (from Bentham's 1789 primer, 
"Introduction to Principals of Morals and Legislation," written just after slaves had been freed 
by the French but were still held captive in the British dominions). Sunstein in other instances 
supported the idea that adults, dogs, and horses are equal to human infants. In the Harvard paper, 
Sunstein even suggests animals could be granted the right to sue humans in court. "We could even 
grant animals a right to bring suit without insisting that animals are in some general sense 'persons,' 
or that they are not property," he wrote. That's impossible without human intervention ironically since 
animals can't talk, speak, or reason in the highly intellectual level like mankind can. Cass Sunstein has 
been confirmed as regulatory czar. He supports allowing the government to regulate the First 
Amendment when the Constitution clearly states that the government can't infringe on the freedom of 
speech, they can’t infringe on  the freedom of the press, they can’t limit the right to peaceably 
assemble, or the government can’t limit the right to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances. It does not say anything about the government creating hierarchical categories of 
importance for free speech. Cass has a distorted view of the 2nd Amendment by wanting to have gun 

locks. The 2nd Amendment was used to be a bulwark against government tyranny 
(allowing individuals the right to own a gun if they want to). He believes that the 2nd 

Amendment deals with self defense and hunting plus it's an individual right as he told Sen. Saxby 
Chambliss of Georgia (plus other Senators during his confirmation). Yet, in another speech in 2007, 
he bashed those who believed that the Second Amendment consists of an individual right by saying 

that: "...My tentative suggestion is that the individual right to have guns as it's 
being conceptualized now is best taken as a contemporary creation and a 



 

 

reflection of current fears, not a reading of civic-centered founding debates. 
Modern gun owners who are invoking the Second Amendment on the basis of 
a principle they favor are perfectionists..." Cass Sunstein wants a trigger locks and 
registration mandatory on weapons in citizens' homes. The Second Amendment is bigger than 
hunting, but it's about allow citizens to protect themselves from tyrannical government. This regulatory 
czar (who wants to remove people's organs with explicit consent recently a proven by CNSNews.com) 
is something else.  

 

The Czar Cass Sunstein is at it again. He is the regulatory czar. He defended the 

possibility of removing organs from terminally ill patients without their permission. 

Cass is known for pushing for the removal of organs from deceased people who didn't 

explicitly consent to becoming an organ donor. Sunstein and co-author Richard Thaler 

co-authored the 2008 book called "Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, 

and Happiness. They discussed many legal scenarios pertaining to organ donation. The 

book showed one possibility that Sunstein called as "routine removal." It causes the 

state to own the rights to body parts of people who are dead or in certain 

hopeless conditions. It can remove their organs without asking anyone's 

permission. "Though it may sound grotesque, routine removal is not impossible 

to defend," wrote Sunstein. "In theory, it would save lives, and it would do so without 

intruding on anyone who has any prospect for life." Sunstein believe that this approach 

is done without asking anyone permission. So, he wants to remove organs from dead 

patients who are not registered as organ donors. Spain and some EU countries are 

debating accepting the law of implied consent. Sunstein believes that all citizens should 

be mandatory register as an organ donor or as unwilling to donate their organs. 

Mandated choice in organ donation is a violation of individual liberty. Cass Sunstein is 

so-pro-abortion that he believe that the government should be required to fund 

abortion in cases of rape or incest (as found in his 1993 book called "The Partial 

Constitution"). "I have argued that the Constitution ... forbids government from 

refusing to pay the expenses of abortion in cases of rape or incest, at least if 

government pays for childbirth in such cases," Sunstein wrote. He disagrees with 

funding childbirth alone. He supports forcing taxpayers to fund abortion if they morally 

object to it. So, he's a piece of work. 

 

Ex-Harvard law professor Cass Sunstein being the Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs czar is in more controversy. He outlined a plan to want the government to 
infiltrate conspiracy groups in order to undermine them (via postings on chat rooms and 
social networks as well as real meetings). This is according to a recently uncovered 
article that Sunstein wrote for the Journal of Political Philosophy. Chat rooms, social 
networks, and article comment sections are used by trolls a lot of times. Some of them 
try to debunk the truth about the new world order despite how documented it is about 
the new world order (or related subject matter). These talking points by numerous trolls 
are represented by the military industrial complex and they own the corporate media 
networks in America. They have numerous programs aimed at infiltrating prominent 
Internet sites. They spread propaganda to counter the truth about the misdeed of the 
government plus the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan. In 2006, CENTCOM or the 
States Central Command told a team of employees would be hired to engage blogger 
that say information about the war on terror. The Pentagon in May of 2008 expanded 



 

 

Information Operations on the Internet by setting up fake foreign news websites. This is 
designed to look like independent media sources, but in reality carrying out direct 
military propaganda. Even countries like Israel admitted to forming an army of online 
trolls to infiltrate anti-war websites and act for apologists about the errors of nations like 
Israel (even in war crimes). In January last year, the US Air Force announced a “counter-
blog” response plan aimed at fielding and reacting to material from bloggers who have 
“negative opinions about the US government and the Air Force.” The plan, created by 
the public affairs arm of the Air Force, includes a detailed twelve-point “counter 
blogging” flow-chart that dictates how officers should tackle what are described as 
“trolls,” “ragers,” and “misguided” online writers. These new revelations prove that the 
Obama administration is deliberately targeting conspiracy groups as apart of a 
COINTELPRO style effort to silence the government's most vociferous and influential 
critics (as found in the Internet and the conspiracy truth movement). Cass Sunstein back 
in 2008 wrote an article in the Journal of Political Philosophy about a plan for the 
government to stealthily infiltrate groups that pose alternative theories on historical 
events via chat rooms, online social networks, or even real-space groups. He wants to 
undermine those groups. He wants to break people who hold on to such groups like 
9/11 Truth organizations. He wants independent experts instead of people from the 
government to infiltrate people since government workers can be untrustworthy. “Put 
into English, what Sunstein is proposing is government infiltration of groups opposing 
prevailing policy,” writes Marc Estrin. “It’s easy to destroy groups with “cognitive 
diversity.” You just take up meeting time with arguments to the point where people 
don’t come back. You make protest signs which alienate 90% of colleagues. You 
demand revolutionary violence from pacifist groups.” This is what Sunstein is advocating 
when he writes of the need to infiltrate conspiracy groups and sow seeds of distrust 
amongst members in order to stifle the number of new recruits. This is classic 
“provocateur” style infiltration that came to the fore during the Cointelpro years, an FBI 
program from 1956-1971 that was focused around disrupting, marginalizing and 
neutralizing political dissidents. Sunstein is so anti-free speech that he called for 
making websites liable for comments posted in response to article. His books like 
On Rumors: How Falsehoods Spread, Why We Believe Them, What Can Be Done, 
was criticized by some as “a blueprint for online censorship.” So, the government 
shouldn't end site for just have comments that disagree with the government. 
Millions of people are waking and trolls spewing propaganda won't stop the truth 
at all. 
 

There was another czar with controversy that came in late 2009. Kevin Jennings is the 
safe schools czar. President Barack Obama defended him at the annual dinner at the 
pro-homosexual support group of Human Rights Campaign. He wants to promote a 
federal hate crimes bill when laws exist that make it illegal to violently harm anyone for 
any reason. Barack Obama says that he wants equality for all people, which is honorable. 
He wants discrimination to cease and not fire people just because they are homosexual. 
Yet, equality should never be used as an excuse to suppress the free speech rights of 
people that disagree with you. Critics of the recently passed hate crime law believe it can 
suppress free speech rights. Similar hate crime laws can been used against people 
outlining a point of view in Europe and Canada. Jennings is the Equal Employment 



 

 

Opportunity Commission nominee. Jennings have had controversy over his statements 
and actions from the past. Jennings told a 15 year old student to keep quiet about being 
sexually abused by an older man. That's pedophilia. Jennings was the founder of the 
Gay, Lesbian, Straight Education Network, which lobbies for homosexual activities in 
public schools. The Bible is clear to call homosexuality a sin. Jennings also wrote the 
foreword for a book called "Queering  Elementary Education: Advancing the Dialogue 
about Sexualities and Schooling." I don't believe in teaching explicit sexuality in public 
schools without parental permission. I certainly don't agree with teaching children 
explicit sexuality in elementary school. Jennings told people in a NY Church on March 20, 
2000 that people who disagree with his agenda needs to Drop dead in profane terms. 
That certainly isn't a representation of tolerance. Jennings supports Harry Hay, who was 
a Communist and Hay supported NAMBLA (which supports pedophilia). Fedlblum could 
be nominated as commissioner of the EEOC. She supports the ACLU and clerked for 
Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackman (who help authored the Roe v. Wade 
decision. That decision federally sanctioned abortion in America. Abortion is murder by 
shedding innocent blood. Abortion is eugenics, because it views life from 
conception until birth in a sliding scale of value. Anyone viewing life have varying 
degrees of value is promoting eugenics simply. Abortion is promoted by the 
international banking elite as well). She praised polygamy and wants to change social 
mores in America. She's Jesuit trained as she worked with Georgetown University. The 
lesson here is that bigotry and unfair discrimination against anyone for any reason is 
wrong. All humans deserve equal rights. Yet, people have a right to disagree with certain 
lifestyles and not have children to be forcibly indoctrinated of certain principles without 
their permission. 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 
The concept of czar is strange since there is no constitutional foundation for its existence 
(even Bush Sr. elected Bill Bennett as his then drug czar. So, Republicans have done the same 
exact policy). There are tons of czars in the Barack Obama administration presently. There is 
the Global Warming Czar named Carol Browning (who was director of the EPA from 1993-2000. She 
is a liberal progressive). Carol was listed as one of 14 leaders of a socialist group's Commission for a 
Sustainable World Society, which calls for "global governance" and says rich countries must shrink 
their economies to address climate change. Czars are notorious in violating the constitutional system 
of checks and balances, the separation of powers, and restricting Congressional oversight (since the 
executive have elected czars almost at will). Czars are undercover ways to expand federal 
government powers in massive ways.  
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
Appendix C: The Council of Governors 
 
The Council of Governors has been set up by President Barack Obama in 2010. This is 

beyond the 30 plus czars that are running parts of America now. This council hasn't been 

formed by Congress even though the Council of Governors were real. “Is this a first step 

towards Martial Law, or a tie to the InterPol, RAND National Police Force stuff we’ve been 

hearing about,” asked a Texas patriot who tipped off Canada Free Press (CFP) after finding 

news of the new Council of Governors on Twitter. “Is this a sort of Homeland Security 

Politburo?" This order came by stealth. This isn't a representation of transparency at all. The 

CFP or the Council of Governors have been talked about some few blogs, UPI.com, and few 

other news sites. President Barack Obama formed a panel of state Governors to collaborate 

with Washington on a variety of potential emergencies according to the White House. He 

signed an executive order to form the Council of Governors. It's made up of 10 state 

governors to be selected by the President to serve 2 year terms. Members will review 

matters involving the National Guard, homeland defense, civil support, and 

synchronization and integration of state and federal military activities in America 

according to a White House statement. The White House statement wants to have input 

from governors and governors' associations in deciding which governors to appoint to the 

council, which will have no more than 5 governors from the same party. The secretaries of 

defense and homeland security will also sit in the council as Presidential assistants from 

Homeland Security and counter-terrorism. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Appendix C: Elena Kagan 

 

 

Elena Kagan has her first hearings today. People want to find out her views on life issues, the 

military, gun rights, and other important questions. The Supreme Court recently ruled that 

people have the individual has the right to own guns regardless of what states they live in. 

Many liberals have questioned about her view on executive powers and so-called "race-

neutral" social policies that avoid solutions that target racial disparities. President Barack 

Obama claims that Kagan is fair and a credible addition to the Supreme Court. Kagan 

was apart of the centrist Bill Clinton White House and agenda. There are almost 5,000 

pages of documents of Kagan that has been researched by researchers. Kagan was the deputy 

to Bruce Reed between 1997 and 1999. Reed was a White House domestic policy aide and an 

operative of the Democratic Leadership Council. The DLC is of course the outfit that funnels 

corporate money to favored Democratic politicians. Clinton was one of the founders of the 

DLC in the 1980's. They existed to get leaders from the South to stay with the Democratic 

Party (when some were coming to be Republicans). It was Reed who coined the phrase, “End 

welfare as we know it.” Welfare bashing is the common feature of Austrian economic 

proponents. Kagan and Bruce Reed didn't want strong especially black progressive influence 

in the administration. Progressives are right on some issues and dead wrong on other issues. 

In Clinton’s second term, their nemesis was Christopher Edley, Jr., who is a Black law 

professor who founded The Civil Rights Project at Harvard. Edley was brought into the 

White House as a consultant to help shape the president’s racial policies. Edley wrote that he 



 

 

feared “this could well be the administration that presides over the substantial dismantling of 

opportunity in selective higher education.” Reed and Kagan rejected the idea of forming a 

White House commission on race. Both of them bashed the social safety net in the wrong 

terms as vectors of dependency. They viewed focusing on civil rights issues as things of the 

past. Ms. Kagan writing that the White House “focus should be on the future, not Kerner – 

meaning the 1968 Kerner Commission Report that warned of two separate nations, “one 

white, one black.” In a sense, Elena Kagan and Bruce Reed personified the white corporate 

backlash against Black and labor influence in the Democratic Party. This is the limousine 

liberal mentality. A real man would expose issues pertaining to many issues and won't 

obfuscate them at all. Kagan Argued Before Supreme Court: its Fine if The Law Bans Books 

Because Government Won’t Really Enforce It. (as proven from a Youtube video describing 

the Supreme Court's oral arguments from Citizens United v. FEC).  

 

Elana Kagan was on the Goldman Sachs advisory council from 2005 and 2008. She wrote an 

undergraduate thesis at Princeton entitled, “To the Final Conflict: Socialism in New York 

City, 1900-1933.” She wrote that: “…In our own times, a coherent socialist movement is 

nowhere to be found in the United States. Americans are more likely to speak of a golden 

past than of a golden future, of capitalism’s glories than of socialism’s greatness.” Socialism 

like cartel-capitalism aren’t perfect economic philosophies. Socialism bans any form of 

private enterprise, even some private enterprise that can be beneficial to people. This doesn’t 

mean all private entities are great, but it does mean that some private enterprise (with 

boundaries of course) can benefit a complex nation like America. Cartel-capitalism 

immorally eliminate safeguards and legitimate regulate to make sure that the economy flows 

functionally. Gary Allen wrote that: “…If one understands that socialism is not a share-the-

wealth program, but is in reality a method to consolidate and control the wealth, then the 

seeming paradox of superrich men promoting socialism becomes no paradox at all. Instead it 

becomes the logical, even the perfect tool of power-seeking megalomaniacs. Communism, or 

more accurately, socialism, is not a movement of the downtrodden masses, but of the 

economic elite…”  

 

*Elana Kagan call an Israeli Judge named Aharon Barak. This was done in 2006 
during the Harvard ceremony when she was dean of the Harvard Law School. Barack 
was the judge on the Supreme Court of Israel from 1978 to 1995. He was an activist 
judge. Even Reagan court pick Robert Bork called Barak dangerous. The Aharon 
Barak court increase the power of the Court to intervene in Israeli society. In his 
2006 book The Judge in a Democracy, Barak wrote that “a good judge is a judge 
who, within the bounds of legitimate possibilities, makes law that, more than 
other law he is authorized to make, best bridges the gap between law and 
society and best protects the constitution and its values. He also says that 
judges should go “beyond actually deciding the dispute.” The judicial body in 
America and the world over should interpret law and not create laws.  
 

Some see Elena Kagan as anti-gun rights. American citizens have a 2nd Amendment right to 

own a gun. This year, no case on the Supreme Court docket is more important than 



 

 

McDonald v. Chicago, where the Court is deciding whether the Second Amendment right to 

keep and bear arms is only a right you have against the federal government, or instead if the 

Second Amendment (like most of the Bill of Rights) also secures a right you can assert 

against state and local governments. The issue is whether Chicago's law of banning gun even 

in your own home is constitutional. The last Supreme Court Second Amendment case was 

District of Columbia v. Heller in 2008. This case was argued before the Court on March 2nd 

of this year. The current Solicitor General Kagan argued nothing. She didn't ask time during 

the oral argument. She didn't even file a brief as the solicitor general routinely does in 

important constitutional cases. The McDonald case was monumentally important. If someone 

asserts that the solicitor general shouldn't file a brief because it's a state matter as to whether 

the Second Amendment is "incorporated" to the states via the 14th Amendment (which is the 

issue in McDonald), the record speaks to the contrary. The 1969 case of Benton v. Maryland 

have the solicitor general filed a brief and then like in Heller in 2008 got divided argument 

time to express the government's views on front of the Court. The Supreme Court 

incorporated a right form the Bill of Rights to the states. Kagan wouldn't file a brief that 

representing over 75% of Americans that 2nd Amendment is an individual right. Elena 

Kagan was part of the Clinton White House gun control efforts. A Clinton staffer said that: 

"... We are taking the law and bending it as far as we can to capture a whole new class of 

guns..." It was public that when the Supreme Court was asked in 1987 to decide if the D.C. 

gun ban was unconstitutional. This was the Court eventually struck down in Heller. Kagan 

wrote to Justice Marshall on the Court that she was no sympathetic toward the argument that 

the 2nd Amendment doesn't allow D.C. completely ban all guns. This is an anti-gun policy 

made by Kagan. It isn't a secret that Barack Obama supports the Chicago gun ban. He 

publicly repeated this position as recently as June 26, 2008. This was when the Heller 

decision was release. President Barack Obama believes that there is nothing unconstitutional 

about the city or even the whole state where you live completely banning you from having 

any firearms for hunting or self defense, even in your own home. President Barack Obama 

has been criticized by some of having a gun control agenda. We don't know how anti-gun 

President Obama is, but he certainly has anti-gun tendencies. Kagan follows in that anti-gun 

mindset as Obama. Elena Kagan’s confirmation hearings this summer could get very 

interesting. America’s gun owners have a way of making their voices heard. 

 

The Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan attacked Pro-Life advocates in a 1980 essay. This 

may give insight into her views of abortion. The article she wrote was for the Daily 

Princetonian. This article was written a week after Ronald Reagan's victory in the 1980 

election. Kagan disparged pro-life advocates. Reagan won a landslide victory over President 

Jimmy Carter and Kagan's essay lamented the victory. She hoped for a more leftists left in the 

1984 elections. “Even after the returns came in, I found it hard to conceive of the victories of 

these anonymous but Moral Majority-backed opponents" of certain pro-abortion candidates, 

Kagan wrote. She called pro-lifers avengers of innocent life who were "beneficiaries of a 

general turn to the right and a profound disorganization on the left.” Douglas Johnson is the 

legislative director of the National Right to Life Committee. Johnson said that the comment 

and the scare quotes around the phrase "innocent life" infers that pro-life advocates have 

misread on the moral status of unborn children. "Kagan may have betrayed a possible 

personal animus towards the pro-life movement in a 1980 essay lamenting Republican gains 



 

 

in the 1980 election, in which she referred disparagingly to [pro-life candidates]," Johnson 

told LifeNews.com. Johnson believed that Kagan denied the belief that unborn children are 

apart of the human family by using innocent life in quote marks or does she have another 

explanation. He asked if she would be able to set aside any animus she has towards those 

who fight to protect innocent human life, when reviewing laws duly enacted for that purpose. 

Kagan seems to be very strongly pro-abortion. That is why Johnson wants it to be an 

obligation to probe that in committee hearings. He said that Senators have an obligation to 

probe on whether Elena Kagan will tolerate limits on abortion, enacted through normal 

democratic channels, or will seek to impose extreme pro-abortion views by judicial decree. 

Kagan argued strongly back in 1995 that such inquiries by senators are legitimate and apart of 

the confirmation process (in a lengthy book review published by the University of Chicago 

Law Review). Johnson said that it's troubling indications that Ms. Kagan generally favors an 

activist results oriented approach to constiutional law. Kagan is accused by her critics of 

being an activist on the court and having little experience. It is true that Kagan could be an 

activist, but she does have some experience as a lawyer and workers in numerous 

administrations. She was quoted as saying, “That someone suspected of helping finance Al 

Qaeda should be subject to battlefield law — indefinite detention without a trial — even if he 

were captured in a place like the Philippines rather than a physical battle zone.” Kagan 

supports the Bush administration's interpretation of detainees. So under that definition, if you 

send money to a charity later linked with some nebulous terrorist group then you are 

financing Al-Qaeda and could be thrown in Gitmo or some other CIA black site never to be 

seen again. But today under the Four Geneva Conventions of 1949, executing persons 

detained as a result of armed conflict without a fair trial before a regularly constituted court 

constitutes a grave war crime. And this is the woman being forwarded to sit on a body that is 

supposed to safeguard civil liberties? Kagan said that he loves the Federalist Society, which 

is apart of the neo-conservative network. Likewise, five Justices on the current U.S. Supreme 

Court were/are members of the Federalist Society: Harvard Law Graduate Roberts; Harvard 

Law Graduate Scalia; Harvard Law Graduate Kennedy; Yale Law Graduate Thomas; and 

Yale Law Graduate Alito. She believes that the government can ban some free speech she 

deemed "offensive." In a 1993 University of Chicago Law review article, Kagan wrote, “I 

take it as a given that we live in a society marred by racial and gender inequality, that certain 

forms of speech perpetuate and promote this inequality, and that the uncoerced disappearance 

of such speech would be cause for great elation.” “In a 1996 paper, “Private Speech, Public 

Purpose: The Role of Governmental Motive in First Amendment Doctrine,” Kagan argued it 

may be proper to suppress speech because it is offensive to society or to the government," 

reports World Net Daily. The government in an evil fashion to ban or censor speech deemed 

offensive publicly or privately is against the First Amendment. 

 

 



 

 

 
 

On a lighter note: Even though I disagree with Barack Obama (who is a 
puppet of the establishment) on some issues, you have to admire the love 

between a husband and a wife when they are dancing together.  
 
 
By Timothy 
 


